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SPACE STATION THUNDERCHILD #SS-04202019 
MILDA REGION, ALTITUDE 3,850 METERS 

RESIDENTAL QUARTERS 
Residential quarters on the space station start 
with “Q”, Q04A is quarters # 4. The end letter is 
the quarters ID for that Level on 4.   
 
A full Residential Quarters consists of a Room 
Module, a connecting corridor or stairwell module 
and a personal hanger.  A Ground parking space 
on the deck is assigned to the Unit.  Privileges 
include vending space, sandbox use, and venue 
space.  
 
The quarters are connected to a center 4-port 
corridor or stairwell that provides the security 
access doors and connection to the central lift.  
The Casper rental box is just inside the door 
connecting to the lift.  The living module has the 
Casper Security orb tied to the rental.  A Casper 
TP Pad in the parking lot area is tied to the rental 
unit.  The TP pad by the rental connects down to the 
parking lot. 
 
A room insert may be added that contains a Kool Door and it's Casper interface, solid curtain 
blinds for each side of the room, and sets in the hallways.  A separate texture layer is in front of 
the wall curtains. This layer is controlled by a HUD that rezzes from the room panel.  The floor 
also has an interface to the Room HUD.  

TYPICAL LAYOUT 
Entering the typical quarters from the lift module, 
you will be in a short connecting tube with Blue 
Steel curtains.  This contains the rental unit box and 
connects to the 4-port hallway between the room 
and hanger.  
 
The room will be to the right and the hanger will be 
to the left. There are independent security doors on 
each connection of the corridor. The station 
manager will set your name in the doors for 
controlling your access and lists.  
 
The center 4-port corridor provides the security 

 
Figure 1: SSTC Quarters View from Outside 
 

Figure 2: Quarters Entry from Lift 
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access doors. One port on the center corridor is capped. The living module has the Casper 
Security orb tied to the rental. Kool Door and it's Casper interface are used with the door on the 
room Insert and the hallways.  
 
There is a Casper Teleport pad at ground level marking the assigned parking space and is linked 
to the rental unit. When the quarters are available, this will work for anyone. When it is rented, it 
will work for the tenants and their managed list from the rental unit.  
 
Entering the room module, you'll find the security orb on the right side inside the column with the 
control panel.  The room has an additional door on the inside of the Corridor-Room Connection. 
This is a Kool Door using the Casper interface for control by the renters. There will be a rezzer for 
the HUD and it will have a notecard link to the PDF for the room controls. 
 

ROOM INSERT 
Facing the control panel, the door is on 
the right. The panel has four copper 
levers and one rezzer at the top, a 
bronze lever midway down on the left 
with two icon buttons to the right. One 
is for this notecard and one for a URL 
link to the PDF version of this docu-
ment. There are five blue steel rezzers 
along the bottom.  
 
The four levers at the top control the 
blue metal walls that cover the windows. As you face the panel, the top levers from left to right control the right 
window panel, then the back panel, left and front panel. Each panel has a mural in front of it that are set to 
transparent or an image from the HUD. 
 
The HUD is rezzed on the control 
panel by touching the top right blue 
rezzer. The HUD will appear on the 
panel angled and covers the bronze 
lever. The HUD has several textures 
that can be applied to the walls individ-
ually or altogether. The murals are 
transparent from the outside. Use the 
steel shades to block outside view. The 
floor textures are separate from the 
walls. Any of them can be set to trans-
parent, leaving the wall panels and raw 
floor visible.  
 
Any of the textures available our inventory or from the public domain can be placed on the HUD. Visit AJ Tex-
ture Gallery in Akhsharumova or the Thunderchild Gallery Workshop below in Milda. 
 
The Bronze lever will lower the column behind the Control Panel to reveal your Casper Security Orb. The orb 
has two areas preset to the rental space.  Area 1 covers the Basic Module, Corridor and Hanger. Area 2 covers 
the tub connecting to the lift.  The areas extend to just outside the hull for the room and hanger. The entry is 

Figure 3: Room Panel HUD and Orb showing 

Figure 4: Room with Accessories Rezzed 
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tight and extends to the central lift enough for a welcome mat and doorbell.  The orb will add as a subadmin 
upon rental so you can to manage your area and guests or intruders.  
 
The five blue rezzers at the bottom of the control panel provide interior accessories for your module. 

• The first one is the bathroom. 
• The second one is the Kitchen. 
• The Third one is living area. (May not be set up) 
• The fourth and fifth ones are for additions when ready. 

 
You can contact management to see what items are available from our storage for free or costs to put in the 
rezzers. Management will help set things up. Entering the Hanger from the Corridor, you will be on a catwalk 
that goes around to the sides where stairs will take you to the landing pad below.   

NOTE ON KOOL REZZERS 
We recommend the purchase of your own Kool 
Rezzers.  This will allow you to set up all your 
room or hanger scenes without interference from 
other rezzers on site.  At time we will do rezzers 
maintenance or programming and will require all 
rezzers off except for the ones we are working 
on.   Having you own rezzers will avoid this is-
sue.   We’ll be happy to help you with them.   
 
Kool Rezzers are on the SL MP at  
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Kool-Auto-
rezzer-Scene-rezzer/2248077 
There is an affiliate vendor located on the 
Grounds at TCGWS and one in the Solar Pod of 
SSTC. 

OFFICE LOCATIONS 
There are rental vendors in both the ground 
office and Station office.  Vendors are also located at Bear of Boogie Land and AJ’s Texture Gallery.    
 
Feel free to browser the available units. 
 
Station Office: http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Milda/212/191/3894 
Ground Office: http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Milda/158/168/51 

PRIMARY DOCUMENTS LINKS 
http://sl.thunderchild.net/doc/TCGWS-DocPrimeLinks.pdf 

TENANT AND ON-SITE BEHAVIOR 
This is a moderate area.  Public nudity is generally acceptable but keep adult activities inside your 
Personal Space.  No grieving, bashing or hateful activities allowed.  People will get one warning 
before being banned.  Everyone is considered a responsible adult and treated as such regardless of 
your avatar form.  Flying and voice is allowed for everyone although game spots may have 
restrictions via Security Orb.  Please manage your voice controls and language accordingly.   

Figure 5: Hanger View 
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ALL THINGS NOT ADDRESSED 
If in doubt or you have a question, talk or chat with the any of our staff. 

Casper Security Orb 
TCGWS Tech Info for Tenants. 
PDF: https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/TCGWS-Tech_Info.pdf 
 
Casper Orb Reference doc. 
PDF: https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/TCGWS-CasperSafe_Info.pdf 
 
Casper’s documentation on the Security Orb are at 
https://wiki.casperdns.com/index.php/CasperSafe_Security_Orb 
 

 
STAFF 
General Administrator: AJ Leibengeist 
Station Manager: Iris Herouin 
Superintendent: bearofboogie 
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